Financial Market Regulation in Europe and China

20\textsuperscript{th} Monetary Policy Workshop at the Berlin School of Economics and Law
24-25 October 2019

Organised by the Institute for International Political Economy at the Berlin School of Economics and Law, Southwestern University of Finance and Economics and Deutsche Bundesbank Regional Office Berlin and Brandenburg

\textbf{PROGRAMME}

\textbf{Thursday, 24 October 2019 (House B, Room 101):}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{9:00 – 10:00} Inaugural Session – Official Opening of Workshop and Introduction
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Andreas ZABY (President, Berlin School of Economics and Law)
      \item Claus TIGGES (President, Deutsche Bundesbank Berlin and Brandenburg)
      \item FENG Runxiang (Director-General of the People’s Bank of China, Shanghai Head Office, International Department)
    \end{itemize}
  \item \textbf{10:00 – 11:45} Panel 1 Macroprudential Supervision in China and the Eurozone
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Chair: Claus TIGGES (President, Deutsche Bundesbank Berlin and Brandenburg)
      \item ZHANG Bo (Southwestern University of Finance and Economics)
      \begin{itemize}
        \item Macroprudential Policy in China
      \end{itemize}
      \item Jens REICH (Deutsche Bundesbank)
      \begin{itemize}
        \item Macroprudential Policy: Safeguarding Financial Stability
      \end{itemize}
      \item Dorothea SCHÄFER (DIW Berlin)
      \begin{itemize}
        \item Banking Sector Diversity and Bank Stability
      \end{itemize}
    \end{itemize}
  \item \textbf{11:45 – 12:45} Lunch
\end{itemize}
12:45 – 14:15  Panel 2 Shadow Banking Sector

Chair:  
Michael STÖCKEL (Berlin School of Economics and Law)

Claudia LAMBERT (European Central Bank)  
Non-banks in the EU: Transition to Capital Market Union and Macroprudential Perspective

LI Xuelian (South Western University of Finance and Economics):  
Shadow Banking in China

Hansjörg HERR (Berlin School of Economics and Law):  
Improvements and Shortcomings of Financial Market Regulation after the Great Recession

ZHANG Qin (People’s Bank of China, Shanghai Head Office):  
Development and Challenges of Inclusive Finance in China

14:30 – 16:00  Panel 3 Risks to Financial Stability

Chair:  
Martina METZGER (Berlin School of Economics and Law)

FENG Runxiang (People’s Bank of China, Shanghai Head Office):  
Opening-up China’s Financial Sector

WANG Qing (South Western University of Finance and Economics)  
Zombie Lending in China

Albrecht SOMMER (Deutsche Bundesbank Berlin and Brandenburg)  
Target Balances – A Threat to Financial Stability in Germany?

16:00 – 16:15  Closure

16:30  Departure to the FMM Conference

17:45  Plenary Session  
In Retrospect – 20 Years Euro

20:00  Dinner at FMM Conference

Friday, 25 October 2019 (Hotel Steglitz International)

9:00 – 11:00  The State and Public Infrastructure Provision: China and EU

Chair:  
Jennifer PÉDUSSEL WU (Berlin School of Economics and Law)

TANG Jiqiang (South Western University of Finance and Economics)  
Max ZENGLÉIN (Mercator Institute for China Studies, Berlin)

13:00 – 15:00  Lunch